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Synopsis 
Depth sensing indentations are indentation experiments m whlch the load and the displace- 
ment of a hard Indenter are measured continuously The complete deformation hlstory of the 
materlal mdented is recorded as the load-displacement characteristics The projected area of 
the indent IS obtained from the depth of penetration, known as the geometry of the mdenter 
Thus hardness of the material is obtained mthout imagng the resulting impression This 
makes the depth sensing indentation ideal for determining the property of small volumes of 
mater~al as in nano-indentation Apart from the hardness, there is a wide range of other 
mater~al properties that can be obtained from the load-d~splacement characterist~cs The 
common thread running through t h ~ s  them IS depth senslng ~ndentat~on Chapter 2 deals 
with a mechan~cal model of elasto-plast~c indentat~on A parameter - strength of the Blister 
field, that characterises the stress field In an elastic-plastic indentat~on is obtamed ab znztzo 
Chapter 3 describes the design of a depth senslng mdenter capable of measurmg mater~al 
propert~es by indenting to a depth of nanometers Chapters 4, 5 and 6 address the problems 
encountered In ~ndentat~on when penetration depth is comparable to the surface roughness 
Bllster field model [Ill] gwes the stresses In an elast~c-plast~c ndentation as a sum of two 
elast~c fields, one due to a pomt load and another due to a stram nucleus - bl~ster Among 
the existmg models, the bl~ster field model pred~cts the surface strains closest to the values 
measured using straln gauges [37] However, the value of the strength of the bl~ster is not 
known ab znztzo Chapter 2 der~ves a method for finding thls value using energy conservat~on 
principles The mput energy IS obtamed from the load-displacement character~stxs of the 
indentation This energy is equated to the energy stored in the highly deformed core and the 
strain energy of the surrounding elast~c medium Solving the resulting equat~on the strength 
of the bl~ster field is obta~ned as a function of the mater~al propert~es and the geometrc of 
the indenter The theory IS verified by cont~nuous surface stram measurements in a depth 
sensing evper~ment 
A displacement controlled, depth sensing ~ndentation instrument IS des~gned, fabr~cated 
and tested The main innovation In this design IS the use of flexure hinges to measure forces 
4 svstem of four flexure hlnges, has been used to optim~se the conflicting requirements of 
the sens~ti~lty and the st~ffness of the force sensor A capacitor sensor w ~ t h  a resolut~on of 
0 67 nm IS used to measure the deflection of the sensor glvlng a force resolut~on of 3 p V 
The st~ffness is 62 pN/nm The ~nstrument uses a p~ezo-electric translator In a closed loop 
w ~ t h  a capac~tance sensor to a c h ~ e ~ e  a displacement resolution of 0 9 nm with a range of 
15 pm The ~nstrument is used to indent copper w ~ t h  a spherically t~pped  con~cal indenter 
The surfaces are rough down to atomic scale When the penetration depth is less than 
the aspenty slze, then an error is introduced in the hardness measured in depth sensing 
indentations Depending upon the local geometry, there is a scatter in the measured hardness 
values The nature of this error and the scatter is studled using expenmental and numer~cal 
techniques 
The rough surface can be thought of as made up of hemi-spherical asperities carrying 
smaller hemi-spherical asperities whlch in turn carry still smaller asperities The asperities 
with of radius comparable to the penetration depth will affect the hardness measurements 
while the other asperities are either too small or too large Thls effect of single spherical 
asperity on the hardness measurement in a depth sensing indentat~on is studied using a 
macroscopic experiment In this, a hemispherical specimen of copper is indented usmg 
a hardened steel ball The measured hardness is found to be an explict function of the 
indentat~on geometry and bulk hardness 
To study the scatter introduced, numerical studles were carried out simulating the inden- 
tation of a rough surface The rough surface is simulated usmg the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot 
fractal function The load coming onto the rigid conical indenter with spherical tip is ob- 
tained uslng the spherical cavlty model The scatter is found to decrease with lncreaslng 
penetration depth and, the variation In the material properties with deformation volume or 
penetrat~on depth has very little effect on the scatter 
A phenomenological model is proposed in chapter 6 to character~se the error introduced 
in hardness measurements on a rough surface Using t h ~ s  model, it is possible to correct tL, 
nano-mdentation data for the surface roughness effect 
